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The preparations for the 8th CannaBusiness 2003 have already gotten into top gear. 
“Business” is not only a slogan for us. Ever since its existence, the “Mother of all Hemp Fairs” is by far the world-wide most trade-intensive event in this field, with the largest number of trade visitors - regardless of various international competitors. This caused us last year to adjust the fair concept more precisely to this circumstance, introducing two trade visitor days. With great success: The record number of almost 1,100 trade visitors (see statistics 2002)  flocked in the Europahalle Castrop-Rauxel, practising vivid exchange and trade with 126 international exhibitors. The great internationality at the CannBusiness still remains unmatched.

 Our long established world-wide press work in the field of hemp and the CannaBusiness has lead to a much better image of the hemp branch in national and international media, with hemp not only being negatively associated with drugs. The professional and serious fair performances of our paraphernalia exhibitors have in fact resulted in a fair and objective media reporting on the sector of the branch that deals with cannabis consumption. In parts, even benevolent respect is paid to the amazing innovation power in this field. Please read the comprehensive 2002 media reporting on our press site.

The CannaBusiness  can look back on a long fair history. Countless business contacts and acquaintances were made at the event, bringing many guiding cooperations and projects on the way in the hemp sector. Just take a look at our fair history. At the CannaBusiness, there was not only always intensive business, but also many creative arts and manifold entertainment. Our attractive photo gallery gives proof of the vividness and dynamics of the fair since its beginning 1996.  

We would be delighted to welcome you in the near future as visitor at the 8th CannaBusiness.

The CannaBusiness Team of Tri Tec GmbH




